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THE PERFECT FLOW
Our Solution

Increased Business Performance

A streamlined, uninterrupted workflow is a key factor in optimizing your business and
in meeting and exceeding your customers’ expectations. Pipeson’s software solutions
provide you with tools and infrastructure for collaboration and analysis that make you
more competitive and take the plastic pipe industry to the next level.

Experience the Perfect Flow
Optimize management of pressure test data by creating effective workflows that
deliver unmatched productivity.

Assure Quality
Save Time

Secure Approvals

The Perfect Flow

Simplify data evaluation by providing your staff with the best analytical tools on
the market.
Supervise approvals by means of easy-to-use templates, by receiving alerts, and
by saving all of the documents pertaining to approvals in one central location.

Supervise Approvals

Streamline Communication

Streamline communication and collaboration by using an integrated software
suite that puts the user in control.

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
Pipeson is a market leader in the development of software solutions for pipe data flow and approval
management and collaborates with selected partners, who are true experts in their respective fields.
Our goal is to develop software and services that increase your business performance.

Optimize Data Management

Professional Dedicated Software

Simplify Data Evaluation

Implementation and Education Services

IPT and Pipeson are partners since 2012 and share the common vision of providing
our customers with integrated software solutions for test data. Together, we optimize
pipe data workflows by saving time and assuring quality.

Approval Management is a functionality that was developed in close collaboration
with Kiwa. Within the framework of the system clients can manage their approvals.
Kiwa also offers to manage their customers’ product approvals and certifications.
Kiwa and Pipeson will continue to drive future developments in this area.

Exova and Pipeson collaborated to design the first online system in 2010, providing
Exova clients with 24/7 data access. Today, Exova and Pipeson work closely together
to improve client communication for outsourcing projects.

NSF International and Pipeson are partners since 2013 and NSF has provided
valuable information during the design of the new functionalities with focus on
North American standards and regulations.

“Pipeson’s software solutions optimize internal
workflows and external communication, and I estimate
that our project managers have increased their efficiency
with 25-30%. The approval management functionality
adds a layer of control to the Type Testing and Process
Verification Testing projects.”
Mattias Svedberg, Senior Project Manager, Exova Plastic Pipes

THE PERFECT FLOW – PRESSURE TEST DATA

Optimized Data Management
Pipeson Data Manager manages
all aspects of the projects including
data and documents.

The Perfect Pipe Data Flow
A perfect pipe data flow generates time saving and quality assurance by reducing
the number of manual steps and replacing them with automatic processes.
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2 Pipeson Data Manager then automatically transfers the data from the
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Reports, graphs and charts are generated quickly and error-free.
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3 Pipeson Analyzer users can easily monitor, compare and evaluate the data.
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IptDataLogging® database to a central database making it available to
all users in your organization. Test programs are sent from Pipeson Data
Manager directly to the IptDataLogging® database for direct processing by
the lab.
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IptDataLogging® software allows you to monitor and collect your pressure
test data in real time.
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4 Share your findings with colleagues, customers and certification bodies in
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the format of their choice.
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5 All project data, information and files are managed in the central database.
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24/7 Online Access
Selected partners provide their clients with 24/7 online
access to their pressure test data via Pipeson software.

Simplified Data Evaluation
Pipeson Analyzer is a complete
tool for test data evaluation and
communication of findings.

Test Programs
Our new test program functionality creates a
seamless work process. Test programs created in
Pipeson software can be imported or sent to the
IptDataLogging® database for direct processing
by the lab.
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Streamlined
Communication Process
Pipeson Web Service provides
secure online communication
with the project database.

Automated Pressure Testing

Complete Test Data Management
IptDataLogging® enables lab integration,
monitors the tests in real time and collects
all data.

IPT Airless Pressure Testers provide
maximum precision and require
minimum manual work.

THE PERFECT FLOW – APPROVALS
Risk Elimination
Pipeson’s Data Manager software has an approval
management functionality, Approval Manager, that
provides an additional layer of control and allows you
to manage approvals for materials, pipes, fittings and
piping systems with ease. It effectively prevents you
from jeopardizing your business by failing to renew
tests in time and helps you to make sure that all
approvals are valid on all prospective markets.

”From time to time we see that material- and plastic
pipe producers fail to meet approval requirements
and make renewals. It clearly has a direct impact
on our customer’s businesses and it was an easy
choice for us to contribute in the development of
Pipeson Approval Manager that keeps you in control
throughout the entire certification lifecycle.”

Approval Manager keeps all the information pertaining
to approvals safe over time as it is stored in a central
database. You and your colleagues will always know
where to store the information and you can always go
straight to the source to locate it.

Marco Mekes, Manager Testing & Certification, Kiwa
Approved

Supervise Approvals

Approved

Eliminate the risk of losing approvals.
Keep all your information pertaining to approvals
safe over time.
Plan new approvals for new markets and
applications.

Type Testing (TT)
TT

Approved

PVT

AT

Process Management

AT

AT

Year 1

Check the requirements for a new
approval. Know what you already
fulfill and assess the additional
efforts needed.

Tests performed by or on behalf of
the manufacturer.

PVT
AT

PVT

AT

AT

AT

AT

Status Tracking

Stay aware of exactly where you are in the approval
process, what the next step is and when it needs
to be done. Stay perfectly informed and keep your
customers up-to-date.

Approval Check

Process Verification Testing

Process Verification Testing (PVT) and
Audit Testing (AT)

Receive automatic alerts when action needs to
be taken to maintain or renew your approval.

Test Management

Store and manage all the tests that
are used for approvals in one central
database where the information is
easy to find for all users.

Information Hub

All data, information and documents are
stored in one central location, facilitating
collaboration and knowledge sharing. No
data is ever lost or misplaced.

Audit Testing
Tests performed by a test laboratory
on behalf of an inspection body or
certification body.
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SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
Pipeson and IPT provide data flow software that can be used stand alone or together to form a
complete solution. Install it locally, partly or completely in the cloud.

IptDataLogging®
– Complete Test Data Management
IptDataLogging is a solution for the integrated lab. It monitors tests in
real time and stores accurate test data. Full Pipeson compatibility provides
optimized data flow.

Pipeson Data Manager®
– Manage Projects and Approvals
Pipeson Data Manager optimizes management of data and product
approvals, streamlines test project communication and provides authorized
users real time access to the right data.

Pipeson Analyzer®
– Evaluate Data and Obtain Findings
Pipeson Analyzer is a complete tool for evaluation of pressure test data as
well as communication of findings. It allows you to easily monitor projects,
perform regression analyses and compare results.

Pipeson Web Service®
– Streamlined Communication
Pipeson Web Service provides secure online communication with the Pipeson
database and the file storage. Share real time information and collaborate
with stakeholders across the globe.
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